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This story is about my Gundam 00 OC, Izzy Nubia. She's an innocent orphan who doesn't
remember anything since she was 13 years old. Izzy was then resque by the Celestial Being.
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1 - I'm A Reborn...
After the fossil fuels had run out, the government had assign a new source of energy. Solar energy but
not all had the energy source and had caused war for many years. A secret military organization called
Celestial Being had arise with their four Gundam Meisters. People misunderstood the Celestial Being
with their potential to stop war. Scientist began to develop experiments on orphans called "Experiment
NG (Next Generation)".When a little girl named Izzy Nubia opened her eyes, she found out that she was
in something green. An experiment facility. She was clueless at where she was. She was a 13 year old
who had no memory anymore. Her mind was erased. "Experiment NG 12 is still not strong enough for
battle, sire" a scientist said to a colonel who was observing Izzy. Her magenta purple eyes were half
open and her long black hair was floating around her.
"Have you erased her memories?" the colonel asked. "Yes sir. She erased each and every of her
memories except for her name and age." the scientist said. "Good because a weapon cannot see the
past. He or she must go forward to the future" the colonel said and walk out. "Weapon..." the word rings
in Izzy's mind. It was new for her. "Weapon" "Check experiment NG 12's conditions" the scientist said.
"Everything normal and she's in a healthy condition" the lady said.Meanwhile, at an island in the middle
of the Pacific ocean, the Gundam Meisters are having a meeting briefing when all of a sudden, their
communicator beeps. It was Wang Liu Mei. "You have a mission, Gundam Meisters. You have to
destroy an experiment facility and rescue this girl." she said as a picture of Izzy. But something was
wrong. Behind her was a silhouette behind the girl. It was girl with purple eyes and dark gray hair.
She seems to have a sick and psycho smile on her pale face. "There's somebody behind her" Allelujah
said."That's not a person, Allelujah. She's apart of Izzy. Experiment NG 12, Izzu. She's a super soldier."
Wang Liu Mei explain. "Let's go" Lockon said heading to the Gundam catapult. Everyone got in their
Gundams as the Ptolemaios leader, Sumeragi Li Noriega got in position. As they approach the earth,
each of the Gundam suits launch out of the catapult. "The Lab facility is at the HRL region. Japan."
Allelujah told his comrades. Meanwhile back at the experiment facility, one of the soldiers had reported
to the colonel about the Gundam Meisters heading towards the facility. He then orders that all of the
soldiers get to their mobile suits. Everyone was in position when one of them was shot by a beam. "What
the-?!" the colonel said and look up. The four Gundams was almost near to the facility.
"Well, well, well we have someone to welcome us" Lockon joked. "Or kill us" Allelujah added as his
Kyrios swoop down passing the HRL soldiers. "Setsuna, we'll distract the soldiers. Find the girl" Lockon
told Setsuna as he replies back. "Roger!" Flying his Exia to a quiet canyon near the facility, Setsuna
activates the camouflage cloak on Exia making its appearances looks like the canyon's surrounding. He
jumps out of the cockpit and runs to the facility. When he passed a room, it was full of children around
the age of 8 till 13. They reminds Setsuna of the children of the Kurdish war. When Setsuna enters the
lab, it was damp and spooky-looking. "Setsuna, get out of the building. Make sure everyone in there rush
outside." Lockon said through his earpiece. "Why? What happened?" Setsuna said in a whisper. "Looks
like we can't hold ourselves from destroying the facility. Plus we've been avoiding to ruin it." Lockon told
him.
Setsuna replied "Roger" and opens the door of room full of children. "Everyone, please listen to me. The

building will be down if you don't get out of here. Hurry and rush to the exit" Setsuna said as they rush
out. Setsuna rush out too when they reach the outside plain. Suddenly the building collapse. Lockon had
thrown a HRL mobile suit on it. Setsuna realise that the girl named Izzy Nubia wasn't there. "Setsuna,
the girl!" Allelujah told him as he saw a little figure at the rumble. "Well this beauty is a perfect one" the
soldier as he tries to reach at Izzy who was all dirty and bruised. Suddenly the mobile suit was shot far
off. Izzy turn her sight up and saw a green mobile suit ,different than the other one. Suddenly a blue
mobile suit flew down beside the green one. The cockpit open and came out someone in a blue suit. He
jump down and walk to the clueless girl. He knelt down on one knee.
"Are you alright?" Setsuna said. Izzy look at her hand that has blood. She moved it on her nose and tries
to sniff it when Setsuna stop her. "Don't. You're in danger. I need you to come with me." Setsuna said
pulling her up. Izzy tries to stand up but her legs were numb. Setsuna had no choice but to carry her
bridal style. He puts an arm around her waist as they were hoist up into the Gundam. Setsuna sat her
behind his pilot seat when suddenly she pull his gloved hand. "Don't worry. You're going have a new
home" Setsuna said as she let go of his hand. "Lockon, Allelujah, Tieria, the girl is safe." "Head back to
the island" Lockon said. "Roger" Setsuna reply back and flew Exia towards the island. Setsuna's
comforting words rang inside Izzy's mind again. "Don't worry. You're going to have a new home" She
then whisper the word "Home...New Home"

2 - New Home...
"Ms.Sumeragi, the Gundam Meisters had finished phase 1 and 2 safely." Christina Sierra said. "Well
they did a good job. Resquing the childrens and the girl while stopping the experiment" Sumeragi said
smiling. She float out of the room and turn to the health section. The doctor was healing Izzy patching
her wounds and cleaning up her bruises. "Explain how'd she got her injuries." Sumeragi said turning to
Lockon. "Well Setsuna couldn't find her and well I couldn't hold that HRL for too long so I think I made
Setsuna rush" Lockon said rubbing his back. "You sure did" Tieria said. The doctor left the room.
Sumeragi turn to the Gundam Meisters and said "Are you sure that she lost her memories, Tieria?"
Sumeragi said. Tieria nodded and said "I got her informations and it seems her memories were erased. I
can't find the cure for it" "She seems clueless. But this kind of girl is an easy target for terrorists"
Allelujah said.
Grr....Izzy's stomach growls. Putting her hand on it, it growls again. "Are you hungry?" Lockon said
kneeling next to her. "Hungry?" she said in a whisper. "It means that you need to eat." Lockon said
standing up. "You need to protect her. Like Allelujah said she's an easy target for terrorists" Sumeragi
said. "In the mean time, I can get her something to eat" Sumeragi said walking outside. "Izzy, do you
know your name?" Allelujah said as Izzy look up and nodded. "Do you remember anything else?"
"Weapon..." "Huh?" "Weapon...I'm a weapon." she said whispering. "She must've heard what the HRL
said" Lockon told them. Sumeragi came in with an apple in her hand. "Well here. You must be hungry"
she said handing the apple to the 13 year-old girl. She take it gently and bit it a bit. "It's sweet" she
whisper. "That's apple to you" Lockon said.
"We can't just give her to someone. They could take advantage on her, if you know what I mean
Setsuna" Lockon said turning to Setsuna. He close his eyes and said "I don't need to" "What about your
place? It's safe and the only person knows it is Wang Liu Mei and us too" Christina said floating in the
room. "She must be Izzy Nubia. She's injured" Fledt said following Christina. "Yeah thanks to Lockon
here" Tieria said. "Hey I was in a rush" Lockon said back. "I was in a tight situation and didn't even have
to reck a facilty" Tieria said. The two began to had a tounge fight as Izzy thought it was funny. She then
smile and giggle. Everyone turn to her as she look at them smiling. "Lock-on" she said smiling again.
"Wow, she finally understands us" "Lockon" Izzy said again and smile. "Well you can return to the island
now. Make sure she's safe" Sumeragi said and the Gundam Meisters nodded. She turn to Izzy.
"You'll follow them. You're going to have a new home" Sumeragi told Izzy as she nodded. She jump
down from the bed and follow the Gundam Meisters. "Wait, before you go, Izzy needs to wear this"
Sumeragi said giving the little girl a white Ptolemaios suit. She put it on and turn around to look at it.
"Now you can be off" Sumeragi said and turn away. Izzy puts on the helmet and enters Exia's catapult.
"Get in" Setsuna said opening the cockpit as the two got in. Izzy walk behind the pilot seat and look
around. "Big." she said like a 4 year-old. Setsuna took his seat and began to start the Gundam. As they
re-enters the atmosphere, Izzy hold the seat tightly as she could with her delicate little hand. Izzy look
out at the window and saw the green GN Particals. She smile and thought that it was beautiful and
floating like fireflies.
As they flew across the Pacific Ocean towards the island, Izzy had saw the outside world that she never

seen before. Everything was new for her. She felt that the Gundam was a pair of wings for her and she
was flying and soaring across the ocean like a bird. The Gundams landed at an island in the middle of
the ocean. They went inside another catapult. After they had a proper landing, Setsuna opened the
cockpit and walk out. He held his hand at Izzy and said "Take my hand. I'll pull you up" Izzy did what he
said and was pulled up. "For a 13 year-old, you're pretty light" he told her as they stand up. Izzy
measures Setsuna's height with her. She was his shoulder's height and was 15 cm shorter than him.
"Well, well looks like there's someone shorter than Setsuna." Lockon said. "Shorter, shorter" his haro
said bouncing towards Izzy. "Hello, Izzy. Hello Izzy" it greet her as she smile when it said her name
twice.
"That's Haro. A pet robot" Lockon said. "Lockon's right, Lockon's right" Haro said again. "It's cute" Izzy
said as it bounce in her hand. "Well this is your new home, Izzy" Lockon said as they walk in the base.
"It might be not too welcoming but..." "It's perfect" Izzy said looking around. "Perfect, perfect" Haro said
bouncing again. "We'll find a room for you. In the mean time, Setsuna you could show her the island"
Lockon said. "Sure" Setsuna said nodding. Lockon walk out. "Follow me" Setsuna said pulling Izzy's
hand gently. "Be nice to her, be nice to her" Haro said bouncing up and down as usual. When they walk
out of the door, Izzy saw that there was a beach. Izzy saw a bush of jasmine and walk to it. "What is it,
Haro?" Izzy said sniffing the flower. "Jasmine, jasmine" Haro said. "That?" "White rose, white rose" Izzy
lean closer and sniff its scent. "It smells nice" she whispers.

3 - Understanding More
"You can't just leave her alone if you're on missions" Lockon said to Sumeragi. "Then we have to take
care of her. She can stay over to my summer house while you Meisters are on missions. Is that OK?"
Sumeragi asked the Gundam Meisters then turn to Izzy. "I think it's OK. I mean, it could be worst if we
just leave a girl all alone" Allelujah said. "Since when you follow the gentleman code, Allelujah?"
Sumeragi said crossing her arms. "Whatever, the point is that we need to keep Izzy safe." Lockon said.
"Lockon's right, Lockon's right!" Haro said jumping on the table near Lockon. "It's OK" Izzy said. "Huh?"
everyone turn to her. "It's...OK." she said smiling. "Well then if she said it's OK. Then it's OK" Lockon
said. "Izzy agrees, Izzy agrees" Haro said bouncing to her lap. Izzy smile at it.
"Gundam Meisters" Wang Liu Mei's voice rang at Setsuna's communicator. "We got problem. Terrorist
are setting up time bombs in public places. If we did sprang into action, it's going to make the situation
worst" "What do they want?" Sumeragi said. "That's unknown, Sumeragi." "Haro, what are terrorists?"
Izzy asked Haro when he replied "Bad people, bad people" "Bad people?" Izzy whispers. "Bad people..."
it rings in her mind. Her eyes suddenly change blank magenta purple. "Izzy." Lockon's voice snap her
out of her daze as she turn her head like a curious child. "We have to go so ms.Sumeragi's summer
house. Don't worry we'll be there too once we finished the mission, OK?" Lockon said ruffling her hair.
"OK" Izzy replied back smiling and nodding. Lockon smile back and walk to the catapult, calling "Haro,
c'mon" "OK, OK. Bye, Izzy. Bye Izzy" Haro said bouncing and turning around.
Izzy and Sumeragi walk out of the base and look up as the Gundams flew to east from the island.
"Alright, we'll head towards the summer house. C'mon the boat's waiting." Sumeragi told Izzy walking to
the pier. Izzy turn to Sumeragi and walk to her side. "This girl seems familiar. Could she be-? No, her
reincarnation couldn't be her. But...one day a girl who suffered much is the reincarnation of the
Legendary Female Gundam Meister" Sumeragi thought. Izzy follows her behind as they walk on the
boat. "Stay here OK? I'll be back for a while" Sumeragi told her as Izzy nodded. Sumeragi walk into the
room of the boat and type in something. Suddenly information about the Legendary Female Gundam
Meister appears. Along with her picture of a mid-age girl with magenta eyes and black hair. "Yes, it's
her. She's the reincarnation. Izzy Nubia, the last of the Nubia clan" Sumeragi said in a whisper.
"Sumeragi!" Lockon appeares as Sumeragi jump a little by suprise. "Lockon, what's the problem?"
"Looks like our battle just gone from bad to worse to evil!" "That was much. Lemme guess PMC, HRL
and AEU right?" "Wow, you're sharp. Don't worry we'll handle it" Lockon cut the connection. Sumeragi
sigh and said "Hope these boys could accept the fact who the girl is." Sumeragi said looking out and
saw Izzy looking at the sea water. Izzy saw that her face was clear on the crystal like water.
"Terrorist...Bad people" she said. "Izzy-dear" Izzy heard Sumeragi's voice from behind and turn her head
to the side. "We'll be at the summer house. You need new clothes since you can't wear that dress for too
long" Sumeragi said smiling. Izzy look at her clothes and saw that Sumeragi was right. The white lab
dress reach her knees and if she grow even more, it'll reach thigh. She nodded and smile.
As the two walk down the pier towards the summer house, Izzy saw two girls ahead. One with green
eyes and brown hair tied in a low ponytail. One with green eyes and red hair tied in two pigtails. "Girls,
meet Izzy Nubia, the girl that the meisters saved. Izzy, that's Christina Sieara and Fledt Grace"

Sumeragi said pushing Izzy gently in front. "Aww, ms.Sumeragi, she's cute." Christina said as Izzy smile
blushing. "She'll be staying here whenever the meisters will have a mission. We also have to bring her to
Ptolemaios for her safety" Sumeragi explain. Christina and Fledt nodded and Christina turn to the
13-year-old and said "C'mon Izzy. I have a few clothes that you could wear" Christina said. Izzy follows
Christina inside the summer house. She look around and saw that it was beautiful and huge. She follows
Christina in a room. Christina began to search for clothes in her closet and pull out something.
"Ah, here. This is cute and it surely will fit you" Christina said holding a black turtle neck dress. It has
long sleeves. Izzy turn to the bathroom, carrying the dress in her hand. She change into it and turn
around. It reach her knees and make her look innocent. When she came out and showed it to Christina,
she squeal and said "You look so cute, Izzy!" "We'll go out shopping for her clothes. I mean she can't
wear that dress for too long." Sumeragi said. "Alright, ms.Sumeragi. Oh and here" Christina said handing
Izzy a pair of black boots. She help her to wear it and walk out to the city. Izzy stayed close with the
group afraid that she would get lost. When she pass a store of accesories, she saw something at the
display counter. A choker with a gem that was the same color as her eyes. She wanted it so bad.
Suddenly a flyer pass her. There was an audition for being a singer. That had gave her an idea.

4 - Shine and Discovery
"Izzy"Christina's voice rang at the crowd. "Izzy-chan, where are you?"Christina called again but no
responds."Christina, Fledt, look!"Sumeragi said turning to a crowd at the Pop Star Audition. On the stage
was Izzy along with other five girls waiting their turns to sing. It was Izzy's turn. She walks up to the
stage. Sumeragi and the other girls rush to the crowd to get her but Izzy's singing voice stopped them.
She began to sing 'Yasashii Sekai'. Everyone cheered for her as she put the microphone back and rush
down towards the group. "You didn't tell us that you were joining the audition" Christina said. "It was a
surprise!" Izzy replied back smiling. Well you were great up there singing Fledt said. Thanks, Fledt
May I have your attention please! the announcer said as attentions were on him. I'll announce the
judges' choices for females. They are....Hana Chikara A.K.A Flower Maiden, Hoshi Megumi A.K.A
Star Goddess, Yuki Hikari A.K.A Snow Light, Yume Tsubasa A.K.A Dream Wings and Izzy Nubia
A.K.A Spring Songstress!"
Everyone cheered as the girls on the stage jump up and down. "Oh my goodness, Izzy got the part!"
Christina said hugging Izzy. "I can't wait to see the boys face when they heard about Spring
Songstress"she turning to Izzy as the two smiles. The day turns dawn as the Gundam Meisters appears
at Sumeragi's summer house. They walk in and were greeted by Sumeragi. "Where's Izzy? Allelujah
asked. She pointed to them Izzy who was reading a book at the balcony. Near her was a sketch pad
with a picture of someone singing. "Her throat must've worn out from that singing" Sumeragi said.
"Singing?!" Lockon asked. "She joined the Pop Star Recordings Audition and got the part. I bet it's on
television right about now!" Sumeragi said. She turn it on as the news woman came on."We're here,
live at the Pop Star Recordings Audition where the Pop Star Recording's manager, Mister Shiki Tosaka
had hired 5 new singing manager and had audition many boys and girls but 10 of them will be the
luckiest. Let's hear some words from Mr.Tosaka"
The newswoman turns to a man with maroon hair and golden eyes. Mr.Tosaka, is it true that Pop Star
Recordings are short on singers? "Yes, that's right. We need younger singer to attract more fans andto
make sure our company stays right on top Well who's your main singer if she or he wins the audition?
"We'll see that in the next concert. Who has the amazing voice will be the main singer!"Thank you,
Mr.Tosaka. We'll go live for the audition of Pop Star Recording's new singer!" the camera turns to the
stage. Many boys and girls, probably older or younger than Izzy was singing. "You said she was there
for the audition." Setsuna said. Chill, I bet she was the last one. Beside I think she's a shy
one."Sumeragi said. Izzy then came on stage and start singing the song. "Eh, it's on television? Izzy's
gonna be famous for sure!" Christina said. We'll see it in the next concert. If she wins it big time, she'll
be the recording's main singer Sumeragi said. She turns to Izzy who was still reading at the balcony.
"By the way, I really need to talk with the four of you at the island after Izzy's sleeping"she said as the
Gundam Meisters nodded. As night falls, Izzy look up from her book and look at the clock."I must be
reading this for a long time" she whispers."You've been reading it ever since we found that book. You
must've been stuck with it."Fledt said."The Gundam Meisters are here. You'll follow Ms.Sumeragi on the
boat later.She said she forgot something at the island and wanted have a meeting with the Gundam
Meisters."Christina said."Oh sorry to keep you waiting."Izzy said jumping down."You can keep the
sketch book and the novel if you want to" Fledt said."Really?" Fledt nodded in respond. "Thank you" Izzy

said as they walk down the hall. Lockon, Sumeragi and the others were waiting for them."Sorry to keep
you waiting, everyone"she said bowing."It's Ok, Izzy. You were stuck to the book so it's happens to
everyone" Lockon said."Whatever."Tieria said. Izzy had an anime vein and thought"Teme! (Bastard!)"
As the boat pass the dark ocean, Izzy look out ahead at the sea. She looks up and saw the stars. Words
that form into a song escape from her mouth as she threw her head up and sing Hare Nochi Natsu No
Ame, holding her hand in a clasp. As soon she finished the song, she could see the island from a far.
"Izzy" Christina said, making Izzy to turn around."We'll be arriving at the island soon. You wanna eat
something?" Christina asked. Izzy nod, smiling and said "An apple would be ok "Christina walk back in.
Izzy turn her attention to the Gundams. The mechas flew across the night and shone by the moon light.
Christina walk beside her and gave Izzy the apple. Izzy took the apple from her, thanking her in a slight
voice. The two hung out at the deck for a while. "So what do you think of the boys?" Christina
asked."Well Allelujah and Lockon are nice. Setsuna is plain quiet. Tieria...well...he gets on my nerves,
that Teme"she told Christina clearly. When she state Tieria, Christina giggle. "He's usually like that"she
said.
As the boat approaches the island, Izzy packed her things and carries the bag. Once they got to the pier,
Izzy got to down carefully. She followed Sumeragi to the base. As they approach the base, the
Gundams were landing down. Izzy hold down her skirt of her dress, blushing as the strong wind blew it.
Allelujah and Tieria got out of Kyrios and Virtue. "Well that was a bit peaceful for one journey back to the
island" Sumeragi comment."Ms.Sumeragi, I'm going for a walk for a while so I won't be far."Izzy told
Sumeragi as she nodded and said "Make sure you don't go too far Izzy understood and walk off.
Sumeragi turns to the Meisters and said Ok, since Izzy isn't here, I guess I should tell you who is she
right?" "What do you mean who is she?" Setsuna said."Izzy, do you realize that her last name is Nubia?"
Fledt said. "Nubia, that name means 'gold' in Egyptian language right?" "Yes there's another secret
about her."Sumeragi said and continue without any further"She's the reincarnation of the Legendary
Female Gundam Meister""The one we've been searching?"Allelujah asked. Sumeragi nodded 'yes'.

5 - Is it a secret?
“She’s the reincarnation?!” Tieria said. Sumeragi nodded and said “The Nubia family is famous for
their famous Gundam Meisters but ever since the war starts, their generations starts to shorten up. The
main branch was the victim. There’s 20 generations in the family. The remaining was only the second
genaration along with the twelvth generation.” “But isn’t the twelvth genaration was only the
remaining?” Allelujah asked. “It was. Izzy is one of the twelvth genaration, the most feared genaration
of the family.” Feldt said. “Feared?” Sumeragi turn to Feldt as she continued “Each genaration has an
ability. The twelvth generation was the most feared in the 20 generation for its members ability to go
berserk. Mostly they’re a killing generation in controlling mobile suits.” Feldt said. “Meaning that she’ll
go berserk while controlling a mobile suit?” Tieria asked.
“That’s not what I meant Tieria. What I meant that her berserk will go on if she’s in tight situations and
she was angered. That will definitely make her berserk.” Feldt said. “That’s not it. We also find out that
she has a split personality. Do you remember that girl in the picture Wang Liu Mei gave us?” Sumeragi
said. A sudden flash of the girl with deep purple eyes and black-gray hair came to the Meisters mind.
“Yes, so that’s her spilt personality?” Allelujah said to Sumeragi. She nodded and said “Izzu NG 12.
She was put inside Izzy before you found her. That’s why her memories were erased. So she couldn’t
remember who was inside her” Feldt said. “So you know who is inside her?” a deep rough female voice
said as everyone turns to see Izzy behind them, but it wasn’t the innocent side of her.
“Izzu NG 12” Sumeragi said walking in front. It was her, Izzu NG 12. Her deep purple eyes were full of
evil and her expression was clear that she wasn’t her innocent side. “Yes, I’m Izzu NG 12. I’m the
alter ego of Izzy Nubia. Sadly she doesn’t know that I’m inside ever since the scientists had erased her
memories instead of mine.” Izzu said smirking. “So you remembered how she loses all of her
memories. Care to explain?” Sumeragi said. “Sadly I don’t follow orders of other people.” Izzu said
arrogantly. “Why you!!” Tieria said and point his gun at Izzu. “Hey even thought we’re a totally different
person and personality, we’re still in a same body” Izzu said waving her arms. “She’s right, Tieria. Put
the gun down” Lockon said but Tieria spats back “Not until she tells us the information we need”
“TIERIA!!” Sumeragi yell. “Ok, ok I’ll tell if he puts the gun down” Izzu said. Tieria lowers his gun.
“It happens when I was putted inside Izzy. I was one of the feared weapons called ‘Superhuman’.
Each experiment has one superhuman inside them. Izzy didn’t want me inside her and I was the same
but the scientists forced us. One of them knocked us down. After waking up, I was inside of Izzy. I didn’t
know what was going on until I heard them to erase my memories but I switched to Izzy. So yeah, I’m
the one guilty. You can throw me off a cliff or throw me in the ocean or sue me but…” Izzu smirk “It’s not
use since she already lose her memories. Plus we share the same body and if you kill or hurt me
meaning that she also dies.” Setsuna looked at her with a blank expression. “The reason I’m telling
you is that I felt have to. One thing, don’t anger her or force her into a mobile suit because she’s a
Nubia so you already why” with that her personality changed. Izzy’s body began to limp but Allelujah
manage to catch her.
“Who would expect an innocent girl has an alter ego” Allelujah said carrying her. “Her other self has to
be stop, before worsted.” Lockon said almost in a whisper. “Izzy doesn’t know who’s inside her. This

could be hard for her. But still there is a way to stop these kind of super human.” Fledt told Sumeragi.
“It’s by a nano chip placed in something for the person to wear” “Meaning I’ll get busy making that
nano chip. I’ll make sure it’s something that Izzy will wear” “I’ve seen her looking at a choker when
we went to the city. You could put the chip in a choker that looks like the other one” Christina said. “I
also found out that super humans can be seen through mirrors. So that means if Izzy faces a
mirror…”Sumeragi said and turn to Allelujah “Meaning that she’ll see Izzu and it could make the
situation harder” she continue.
“So Izzu knows that Izzy is a Nubia” Setsuna said. “Yeah she also knows her abilities and her family’s
specialty, looks like Izzu isn’t normal super human” Sumeragi said pondering. “What do you mean by
that, ms.Sumeragi?” Feldt asked. “What I meant is, Fledt Grace, that she’s not just a super human.
She’s also apart of Izzy meaning she knows what Izzy doesn’t but they don’t share the same memory
or mind. They only share the body of the person.” “And if the body got hurt or the person dies, the two
souls will die too right?” Christina said. Sumeragi nodded and said “No wonder that these super
humans’ experiments are chosen ones. It’s a tough pressure. It’s between the super humans’ life and
the person’s.” Suddenly a beep interrupted them. “Looks like a terrorist attack at Japan.” Lockon said.
“Alright Tieria, Allelujah, Lockon, you can go. Except for you, Setsuna. You’re staying” Sumeragi said.
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